The Pennsylvania State University
HUB-Robeson Addition and Renovation
University Park, PA
Work In Progress

- Form and Reinforce Retaining Wall in the Courtyard
- Food Service Demolition
- Framing in Bookstore
- Framing at 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Fireproof Bookstore Mezzanine Steel
- Erect Courtyard Steel
- Erect Elevator Tower Extension Steel
- HUB Parking Deck Plaza Concrete Removal
- Food Service Demolition
- Hang Duct at 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Rough-in Electrical in Bookstore Framing
- Electrical Rough-in Bookstore Offices
- Set AHU-007 in Basement Mechanical Room
- Install Heat Exchanger in MB016
- Pull Company Switch Feeder Wires
- Rainwater Plumbing in Bookstore B2 and B4 Levels
Project Site from the HUB Parking Deck
View from Loading Dock
View from South Entrance
View from Northwest Corner of Atrium looking South East, Level G
View from Northwest Corner of Atrium looking South East, Level 2
Bookstore Fireproofing Mezzanine
Bookstore Fireproofing Mezzanine
1st Floor Bookstore Bulkhead
Plaza Deck Concrete Fill
Courtyard Steel Erection
Foundations in Courtyard
Food Service Framing
Food Service Framing
Planned Work

- Erect Bookstore Lobby Stairs
- Pour Retaining Wall in the Courtyard
- HUB Parking Deck Plaza Waterproofing
- Food Service Framing and MEP Rough-in
- Framing in Bookstore
- Framing at 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Hang drywall 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Erect Courtyard Steel
- Erect Elevator Tower Extension Steel
- Hang Duct at 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Insulate Duct at 2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
- Set AHU in Basement Mechanical Room
- Install Heat Exchanger in MB016
- Pull Company Switch Feeder Wires
- Rainwater Plumbing in Bookstore B2 and B4 Levels
- Air and Vapor Barrier at East Bookstore Façade
- Stone Backfill in Courtyard